Internship – Creator of multimedia content (M/F) | Luxembourg
Welcome to Steel Shed Solutions! We are a worldwide digital platform located in Luxembourg recruiting
talents (young or less young). Fast-growing SME, created in 2001, we are specialized in sale of steel shed kit
buildings.
At a strong growth rate, we search for a curious, open minded and, above all, autonomous personality !
Your goal ? Bring out our offers and products (buildings, construction materials,…) sold on the internet.

#Missions #Objectives
At a strong growth rate, we recruit #talents with whom we can share our values: #teamspirit #ambition
#challenge! As a creator of multimedia content, your responsibilities will be as follows:
Produce original video and photo contents, those which people like to share
Make review clips of our clients, directly in their universe
Breathe new life into our brands batimentsmoinschers.com and tolesmoinschers.com
Be capable of editing, designing and formatting a video from A to Z
Know how to write the text of a video, transmit a clear and pertinent message which will give image to the
content (Shared on our webpages, social media, etc)
Missions are not limited and will evolve according to the potential and efforts of the candidate (so help
yourself!)

#Profile #Skills
B license is mandatory, eventual trips to client’s site in France
You are passionate of videos and photos and you have a good knowledge of medias and viral marketing
Knowledge of Adobe Premiere Pro and Adobe After Effect and the different softwares from the Adobe line
You have good notions of video footage (light, audio, quality etc) and audio/video synchronization
You know how to create photo and video montages (subtitles, compilation, editing and produce animated
GIFS on photoshop)
You have a profound knowledge of the web, notions of sources, copyright, research and upkeep
You are naturally curious and open mindedness while being rigorous at the same time
An addiction to the GIFs and a passion for the pop culture is a big plus !!
You are autonomic in regard to the choice and realization of video content

#Advantages
Starting date : to be agreed.
Bonus : 850 Euros
Work place : Luxembourg/Bertrange
Continuous formation and daily support to succeed in your functions
Teambuilding and afterwork

#Interested
In order to candidate in our #Scaleup, send an email with your CV and a letter of motivation + your internship
dates to the following address: talent@group-3s.com (precising the reference Internship Creator of multimedia
(M/F) content and your available dates)

